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2. Where are they? Follow the lines and write sentences. 

a. Peter is at the fair.______ school

b. _____________________________. gym

c. ______________________________.  swimming pool

d. ______________________________. fair

e. ______________________________. beach

3. Use the code to write words on the lines. Then, say the message aloud.

2  Go! Stop!
1. Match the signs to the commands.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Walk. 

Don't run.Don't step  
on the grass. Don't talk.

Stop. 

Don't litter.
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2. Where are the children going? Write sentences. Make more sentences orally.

a. The student is going to school.

b. The swimmer ____________________________.

c. The writer ___________________________ .

d. The singer ___________________________.

e. The cook ______________________.
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3  Pen pals
1. Read the letters.

Dear pen pal,
Do you want to visit me in winter?We can go to clubs to ski and walk around. There are many ski clubs here. Many people come here in  winter. So, to prevent accidents, they have many signs, like: Don't run. You can slip and fall down.

Also, we can go to the village to visit the fair and the zoo. They protect  different types of animals there, so there are signs saying “Don't feed the animals” and “Don't talk if the animals are sleeping”. We can go to the gym too; and we can do aerobics. Write soon.
 
Betty

Dear pen pal,

Thanks for your invitation!

In my country there aren't any seasons,

but there are nice villages where you can

swim in swimming pools, or go to the beach. 

There are hotels with beautiful gardens too. 

Now there are signs everywhere saying “Don't 

step on the grass” because people are trying 

to protect nature.

We can also go to the circus, the fair and

the zoo. There are "Don't litter" signs 

everywhere in these places, so now they're 

clean and nice all the time, not like before.

Your friend, 

Pamela
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2. Draw signs on the corresponding places mentioned in the letters.

  Betty Pamela

3. Make a diagram comparing the places mentioned in the letters.

  Betty   Pamela

  hotels_______________ 
   
   
    

Hotel

Hotel

Hotel

Museum

Zoo
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4  Just for fun!
1. Draw 8 places on the first board and don't  

let your partner see it until the end.

2. With your partner, ask and answer.

3. Draw your partner's places on the second board according to her/his answers.

4. When you finish, look at your partner's second board, which must look like 
yours.

I want to go to 
the club.

Go to 3B.

You  Need

a pencil 

coloured pencils

Where do you 
want to go?

 A B

1

2

3

4

 A B

1

2

3

4
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Unit 5
1  Descriptions
1. Match the word with the drawing.

 fast delicious

 sunny happy

 short thin

 hot expensive

 big windy

 new cloudy

2. Complete.

a. My mum is shorter  than my aunt. (short)

b. My aunt is _________  than my mum. (young)

c. My mum is _________  than my aunt. (lovely)

d. My aunt is _________  than my mum. (fat)

e. But my mum is ________ ________  to me. (important)

people

food

weather

things

REMEMBER
 old older 
 thin thinner 
 interesting more 
  interesting
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         small er
 er
 er
 er

more 
more 
more 
more 

3. Find four differences and write sentences using opposite ideas.

It's hot .___________ It's cold.__________

He's ________________.  He's ______________.

His eyes are __________.  His eyes are_________.

His shoes are ____________.  His shoes are_________.

2  More!
1. Write the word in the appropriate tree.

small

beautiful

delicious

hot

happy

bored

sunny

important
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2. Complete the puzzle. Use the word bank.

1. Autumn is      c o l d e r than spring.

2. Margareth is     _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  than Liz.

3. Elephants are    _ _ _ _ _ _  than hippos.

4. I'm _ _ _ _ _ _ _  in summer.

5. Fall days are     _ _ _ _ _ _  than spring days.

6. Hotels are  _ _ _ _ _ _  than houses.

7. My dog is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  than my cat.

3. Write about you. Compare yourself to other people in your family.

I'm taller than my sister ._______ _______________________________.

_______________________________. _______________________________.

WORD
BANK cold  happy

  high
  beautiful big  friendly

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

6. 7.
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3  Children's activity book
1. Look at the scene below (the original) and the pictures on the sides    

to find differences. Discuss which pictures are identical.

2. Check or cross out.

a. The bird is bigger than the original. 
b. Cupid is more excited. 
c. He's shorter than the original. 
d. The pig is more beautiful than the original. 
e. Cupid is chubbier than the original. 
f. The frog is bigger than the original. 
g. Cupid is older than the original. 
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